Unlimited Bots to Automate Any End-to-End Process

Robotic process automation (RPA) is an integral part of any complete automation strategy. As productivity requirements rise and organizations face expanding backlogs of integration needs, RPA can be strategically implemented to automate repetitive tasks by orchestrating bots, people, AI, systems, and data—all within a single workflow.

With Appian RPA, you can quickly and easily build and add unlimited bots to any Appian workflow, for a single low cost.

**Build and deploy an unlimited number of bots fast** with visual, low-code design and a fast and secure cloud deployment.

**Scale to automate** any end-to-end process with the right technology for the right use case, creating performant automations that are resilient and require less maintenance.

**Automate despite API limitations** with the ability to connect bots to systems and applications that do not have APIs without writing any code, and without IT help requests.

**Appian RPA key features.**

- **Humans in Control** – Maintain automation integrity and governance with humans in control, not just in the loop.
- **Unlimited, Secure, and Flexible Deployment** – Deploy unlimited bots that work across Windows, Linux, Citrix, and Mac environments from the secure Appian Cloud.
- **Low-Code RPA** – Build workflows that automate any repetitive task quickly without ever writing a single line of code.
- **Dynamic Exception Handling** – Handle exceptions and ad hoc activities with best-in-class, humans-in-control capabilities.
- **Low-Code Data** – Integrate and act on data from any system—without ever writing a single line of code.
- **Detailed Audit Trails** – Enhance and optimize automations with complete visibility into every RPA process and action.

Coupled with the Appian Low-Code Development Platform, businesses can automate any process using **complete automation**.

---

"The value of RPA lies in its ability to enhance human capabilities [and] reduce response times and errors. Appian RPA has given us not only powerful tools for bot development but also a complete automation platform for workflow management."

Luis González Gugel
Robotics Partner Manager,
Deloitte Robotics
The benefits of Appian RPA.

Appian RPA is a key capability in your automation toolbox, allowing you to:

- **Automate** manual and repetitive tasks easily and quickly.
- **Deploy** an unlimited number of bots to scale at your own pace.
- **Integrate** with external systems to automate complex processes securely and seamlessly.
- **Improve** efficiency, reduce costs, optimize processes, and enhance workflows.
- **Reduce** errors and risk.
- **Harness** the full power of Appian to deliver complete, resilient automation.

Deploy bots within any business process to automate manual, repetitive tasks.

Orchestrate bots from a web-based control center.

**Automation Planner and Control Center.**

You’re always in the driver’s seat with a central location to manage all of your automation activities, even third-party RPA, plus the ability to gather data-driven insights about your digital workforce operations.

- **Collect and prioritize** automation requests from across the enterprise.
- **Conduct** impact and value analysis for RPA and workflows.
- **Monitor** all bots and automated processes with real time analytics and dashboards.
- **Use the AI** Recommendation Engine to enhance enterprise automations.